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A small boy, not allowed to have a dog because times are tight, finds a starving kitten in a trash can

on the same day his father loses his job.
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It's okay, but I was hoping it would explain class issues in a way a child could understand. I didnt

really see a message in it like I had hoped!

Sweet, "real" story, excellent detailed pencil-drawn illustrations... love anything illustrated by Trina S

Hyman! best for ages 3-8, but adults will appreciate it too. I like that it shows the parents being

emotional and crying at one point. It's not all roses, but the message is real and shows a family

getting through the rough times together.



After reading review, decided to order to add to my collection of children's books. Timing was

perfect, as I was able to use it for part of a children's moment during worship at church, tying the

story into how our church helps others during "tight times." I did have to explain what that phrase

meant, as it is not often used in today's conversation. That and the illustrations and a few references

being somewhat dated, are the reason for the 4 instead of 5 stars. However, I liked the black/white

pen/ink illustrations, and the message is good for motivating conversation on helping others as well

as helping children to recognize that we may all have "tight times." I would recommend.

Was super glad to find this book as it was one of my favorites as a kid. I love the message of the

story and I think, although the book is decades old, it still stands for families today. Will be saving it

for my little one to read one day...

Good example of children's literature used in an undergraduate literacy methods course.

The black and white illustrations fit the grittyness and reality of the subject of the book. Wonderful

study of the human form. I am a Trina Schart Hyman fan!

I want my granddaughter to understand that not everyone is as lucky as she. This was written in a

thoughtful demeanor and I just love the story.

This is a great book that ALL families should read! Very practical, charming and humbling. I might

try other books from the same writer and hope they are just as good!
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